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1. (0,) For a five digit decimal floating point number, define the terms mantissa and

characteristic. 120 ma-rksl

(b) Explail what is meant by underflow and overflow in a calculation.

[15 marks]

(€) Describe the truncation elror when sinn is approximated by z, where

.fx':tjarnc: o, 
3! 

+ 
b! - T +.,, .

[20 marks]

(d) Strppose a:0.47L x 10-2 and 6 = -0.185 x 10-d, use 3 digit floating point

a thmetic to compute a + 6 aod a * 6 and find the rounding error in each case.

Hence find the rounding error in calculating o2 , b2. {25 ma.rksl

,(e) For a bioary co4puter working with 4 digit i4 the mantissa, floating point

arithmetic, flnd the bound of the relative roulld-off error. [20 marks]



2. (a) Using bisection method frnd a root of the equation ,3 + t - 9 : 0 correct to

decimal place.
125 mar

(b) Define fixed pojnLs of the ileration.

3.+r=3"+)(e:+,s-9).

Fiod a"ri approximate range of l,alues of the constant .\ such that the il

converges to the ixed point neax 2. I20

(c) Find the order of a givetr method described by an equation

2e,f'(a) + e?f"(a)

to find 1 , where a is real nunrber. Hence find a sequence of approximate

to ,,,I correct to 4 decimal places.

2Il'@) + e,f"(d)l'

vrhere €. is the error in approximation a,fter the rlh iteration.

(d) A calcula,tor is defective: it ca,rr only add, subtract and multiply. Using

defecti!€ calculator atrd the Newton-R"aphson method find an iterative

[30



3. (a) Complete the finite difiercnce table for ihe function /(c) given by

r f aJ ar/ a3/ an,f as"f
,1.0 0.130

' 0.016

-0.5 0.146

0.023

0.0 0.169

0.033

0.5 0.202

0.047

1.0 0.249

0.065

1.5 0.314

Use a Newton's forward formula to flrrd an approximatio[ to /(_0.3) correct

to 3 decimal places.
[35 ma"rks]

(b) Using the table given in (o) and a quadratic Lagrange,s interpolation, find an

approximatioll z to /i (-0.8). Further, using the error term in Lagrange inter_

polation find an expression for z - //(c) by a,ssumillg that the third de vative

of J(o) is constant in the interval you have chosen. [40 marks]

(c) The error in Simpsoa,s rule for approximating the integral 1 : t f(4 a, i,

-Hf,.,(€), o.f .a.2880 '
Show that the error in the Composite Simpson,s rule for integrating /(o) from
atobis

_(b:!4 1t0,161, 6 a 6 a 6.180 "J

(Assume that the foudh dedvatii€ of /(o) is continuous in [a, b])

[25 ma"rks]



4, (a) Estima.te

['"""d,

usiag Simpson's rule and Composite Simpsoo's rule with 2 strips. If the

value of the above itrtegral is 1.4626!, what is the rate of decrease of the

with respect to the strip width?

Solve the system of equations:

aL-92+2!rs :

-tr+4o2+as:
2q+$z+'cs :

[35

by CaussiaE eliminatio[ snd back substitution sithout interchanging the

(c) Ca.rry out ziteratio$ of the Jaaobi method for solving

[25

1Oa-Y-Bz =

x+10!-22 -
3tt2Y*102 =

with iritial estima,tiot (r,g,z)r : (O,O,O)7.

Describe briefly how the Gauss-Seidel method difie$ from the Jacobi

according to the above ploblem.

(b)
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[40


